A mesoscopic or coarse-grained approach is presented to study thermocapillary induced flows. An order parameter representation of a two-phase binary fluid is used in which the interfacial region separating the phases naturally occupies a transition zone of small width. The order parameter satisfies the Cahn-Hilliard equation with advective transport. A modified NavierStokes equation that incorporates an explicit coupling to the order parameter field governs fluid flow. It reduces, in the limit of an infinitely thin interface, to the Navier-Stokes equation within the bulk phases and to two interfacial forces: a normal capillary force proportional to the surface tension and the mean curvature of the surface, and a tangential force proportional to the tangential derivative of the surface tension. The method is illustrated in two cases: thermo-capillary migration of drops and phase separation via spinodal decomposition, both in an externally imposed temperature gradient.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of multi-phase flows leads to a classical moving boundary problem in which the equations governing fluid motion are solved in each phase, subject to boundary conditions specified on the moving boundaries. In the classical case, the boundary of separation is assumed to be an idealized boundary without any structure. For viscous flows, the velocity field is continuous across the boundary, whereas the normal component of the stress tensor is discontinuous if capillary forces are allowed for. Implicit in this formulation are, of course, assumptions that local thermodynamic equilibrium obtains and that the typical length scales of spatial structures and flow are much larger than the scale of the physical boundary separating the phases. In most cases of interest to fluid mechanics the scale of the flow is set externally by macroscopic stresses on the system, whereas the length scale of the interface is of microscopic size and set by the range of the intermolecular forces in the fluid. Under these conditions, the transition region between the two phases can be approximated for all practical purposes by an ideal, mathematical surface of discontinuity.
A notable exception to this rule concerns flow in a fluid near or at its critical point.
There the surface of separation between both phases becomes arbitrarily diffuse, and the flow within the boundary itself needs to be explicitly modeled and resolved. The so-called Model H (following the nomenclature of Hohenberg and Halperin [1] ) was introduced to study order parameter and momentum density fluctuations near the critical point, as well as their interaction, at a coarse-grained or mesoscopic scale [2] . Additional (reversible or Hamiltonian) terms were added on phenomenological grounds to the Navier-Stokes equation and to the equation governing the relaxation of fluctuations in the order parameter appropriate for the phase transition under consideration. Later studies based on the same model have addressed critical fluctuations of simple fluids [3, 4] and polymers [5, 6] under external shear, and more recently (and more closely related to our study) hydrodynamic effects on spinodal decomposition in a binary fluid [7, 8] . In spinodal decomposition, a binary system is quenched from a homogeneous disordered state to a region of the phase diagram in which the homogeneous state is linearly unstable to fluctuations in a wide band of length scales. (For a review, see, e.g., [9] .) Some further details on the general principles behind a mesoscopic description of equilibrium properties of bulk phases and of interfacial structures can be found in readily available texts and monographs (see, e.g., Refs [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .) Implications of such a level of description on the equations governing fluid flow are discussed in the appendix, where the modifications of the non-dissipative part of the stress tensor embodied in Model H are obtained. This "Hamiltonian" or reactive part of the stress tensor does not contribute to the entropy increase. Additional treatments based on irreversible thermodynamics and continuum mechanics can be found in Refs. [15, 16] .
The usefulness of a coarse-grained approach away from a critical point is less well established. Previous work along these lines includes Ginzburg-Landau models used in the study of the kinetics of phase separation (e.g., the Cahn-Hilliard equation) [9] , or phase field models of solidification [17] [18] [19] . In both cases, a mathematical surface of separation between the two phases becomes a transition region of small but finite width, across which all magnitudes change continuously. The essential ingredient in both cases is the assumption that the relevant thermodynamic potential density (entropy in closed systems, Helmholtz free energy if the system is held at constant temperature) is a function not only of the usual thermodynamic variables and of the order parameter, but also of the spatial gradient of the latter. In the case of a binary fluid, for example, the entropy density is assumed to depend on both the mass density of solute and its spatial derivative. As a consequence, the chemical potential of the solute is no longer given by the derivative of the local entropy with respect to solute density.
From a theoretical point of view, it is plausible to assume that modes describing the motion of boundaries separating bulk phases, even away from a critical point, are the longlived modes of the dynamics of the system, and hence gradients of the order parameter can be considered as additional arguments upon which the thermodynamic potential depends, at least on the time scale over which the motion of the boundaries is observable macroscopically. Furthermore, one would also like to satisfy the consistency requirement that the coarse-grained model reduces to the classical macroscopic description in the limit of a small transition region (compared to the scale of relevant structures). This requires, in general, relating macroscopically measurable quantities (e.g., the surface tension of the boundary) to phenomenological parameters that enter the mesoscopic model [20] .
One of the chief advantages of a mesoscopic approach is that it allows the study of fluid phenomena that lie outside the classical continuum formulation, for example, the break up and coalescence of fluid domains. More generally, by incorporating explicitly into the model dissipation at short length scales (on the order of the interfacial thickness or order parameter correlation length), the model allows the study of other physical situations that may be influenced by phenomena at that scale. Other examples that may fall in this class include motion of contact lines, flow near solid walls and slip at a microscopic or mesoscopic scale.
From a purely computational point of view the model used can be viewed as an extension of a class of numerical methods often used to study the classical moving boundary problem, namely, those that phenomenologically introduce additional dissipation at short length scales. At least in principle, however, the method that we describe in this paper differs from those approaches (e.g., methods based on the introduction of ad-hoc "artificial dissipation" or "artificial viscosity"), since, in the present case, short length scale dissipation is intrinsically part of the model, and is related to the order parameter variable that describes the phases. Also from a computational point of view, the approach that we follow is similar to the so-called immersed boundary or diffuse interface methods introduced for the study of multi-phase flows [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The order parameter which we define below plays a role analogous to the "color function." However, it is not an auxiliary field introduced for computational convenience, but rather a thermodynamic variable in its own right, controlled by a local free energy density. As a consequence, for example, the surface tension of this model cannot be fixed independently, but is completely determined by the choice of thermodynamic potential and the parameters contained therein. This will reveal some interesting features to be expected at high thermal gradients.
In Section II we introduce the coarse-grained model used in our study. We concentrate in this work on thermo-capillary flows and hence explicitly discuss how to couple the equation governing fluid motion and relaxation of the order parameter. In this paper we will consider the case of a constant, externally imposed temperature gradient, although it is straightforward to extend our calculations to incorporate a fluctuating temperature field.
We also discuss in this section the limit of a thin interface and the boundary conditions that result from our model in that limit. As illustrations, we apply the numerical approach to two problems of interest. In Section III thermo-capillary motion of small drops under large thermal gradients is considered, while in Section IV we study phase separation via spinodal decomposition in the presence of a uniform temperature gradient. Section V is reserved for concluding remarks. An appendix provides additional details on the derivation of modifications to the Navier-Stokes equation introduced through the coarse-grained level of description.
II. COARSE-GRAINED MODEL

A. Formulation
Consider an incompressible and Newtonian binary fluid at a temperature below its phase separation critical point. Let ϕ be the order parameter density appropriate for the unmixing transition, chosen to be ϕ = 0 in the disordered phase above the transition point, and symmetric and equal to ±ϕ eq below. [ϕ can be thought of as c − c c , where c is the mass fraction of one of the species and c c its value at the phase separation critical point.] One further makes the reasonable assumptions for binary liquid systems that the shear viscosities of both phases are equal, and that the dependence of the mass density on the order parameter is weak and can be neglected. In effect, we consider here a "symmetric" model in which all bulk properties of both phases are equal. These restrictions, which conveniently dramatize interfacial phenomena in the cases which we study here, can be easily removed.
If v is the velocity of an element of fluid, conservation of mass and momentum lead to,
where µ = δF /δϕ is the chemical potential conjugate to the order parameter ϕ (δ/δϕ stands for functional or variational differentiation), ρ and η are the density and shear viscosity of the fluid respectively, and p is the pressure field. The last term in Eq. (2) is non-standard in macroscopic approaches and incorporates capillary effects as discussed further below and in the appendix. As a reference, we note that the Navier-Stokes equation is also modified in Immersed Boundary Methods by adding a term of the form,
where x S is the instantaneous location of the boundary. Here σ is the interfacial tension (independently prescribed),n andŝ are the unit vectors along the normal and tangential directions respectively, and κ is the mean curvature of the interface. As we further discuss in Section II B, the term µ∇ϕ in Eq. (2) in the limit of a thin interface reduces to the term used in Immersed Boundary Methods, but with σ now determined by the coarse-grained free energy functional F (see, e.g., Refs [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ) that, for simplicity, is chosen to be of the form,
with,
The integration extends over the entire system (both bulk phases and interfacial regions), and K, r, and λ are three phenomenological coefficients as yet unspecified, other than requiring K, λ > 0. For the model defined by Eqs. (4) and (5) the chemical potential is given by
As is well known, this free energy qualitatively describes a single homogeneous phase over a range of parameters (r < 0) yielding to two-phase coexistence in another region (r > 0). The parameter r is therefore a measure of distance below the phase separation critical temperature and is taken to be proportional to that temperature difference, while the parameter λ, at this level of approximation can be related to the interparticle potentials (or to a virial coefficient). As noted below, the parameters λ and K can be determined from equilibrium measurements. The order parameter is further assumed to satisfy a modified Cahn-Hilliard equation,
to allow for advective transport of ϕ. M is a phenomenological mobility coefficient of microscopic origin, which, in a real system, could be inferred from mutual diffusion and order-parameter susceptibility measurements away from the critical region.
Equations (1)- (2) and (4)- (6) completely specify the model. We have imposed the following boundary conditions at the edges of the fluid domain: v = 0, ϕ = ϕ eq (T ), and ∂ϕ/∂n = ∂ϕ eq (T )/∂n, i.e., the value of the order parameter near the boundary is determined by the imposed temperature field there. Note that with this choice of boundary conditions, dV ϕ is not a strictly conserved quantity. The boundary conditions required to enforce strict conservation of order parameter are ∂ϕ/∂n = 0 and ∂∇ 2 ϕ/∂n = 0. In this case small boundary layers of ϕ (of thickness of the order of the correlation length ξ)
would develop because ϕ in the bulk (and away from interfaces) is approximately equal to ϕ eq (T ), and therefore would not satisfy this latter set of boundary conditions. Our choice of boundary conditions is motivated by computational simplicity so that we do not have to resolve additional boundary layers at the edges of the domains. In any event, the spatial integral of ϕ changes very little during the course of the numerical solution, and hence this choice has little effect on the dynamics in the bulk phases.
From Eq. (5) one finds ϕ eq = r/λ with ±ϕ eq as the two coexisting solutions. Equation (6) also admits a nonuniform, "kink" stationary solution for v = 0 and constant r > 0,
with boundary conditions ϕ → ±ϕ eq as u → ±∞. The coordinate u is along an arbitrary direction and ξ is the mean field correlation length, ξ = K/r. This stationary solution represents the coexistence of two equilibrium phases with ϕ = ±ϕ eq , across a transition region located at u = 0 and of width ξ. In what follows, we will refer to the regions |u/ξ| ≫ 1 as the bulk phases, and |u/ξ| ∼ 1 as the interfacial or transition region. In the region of parameters of Eqs. (4) and (5) that we explore, the surface area occupied by the bulk phases is much larger than that of the interfaces.
The excess free energy density associated with Eq. (7) compared to the free energy of either uniform phase is given by [14] ,
We introduce dimensionless variables by choosing ξ as the scale of length, K/Mr 2 as the scale of time, and ϕ eq as the order parameter scale. In dimensionless units, the model equations reduce to,
and,
Two dimensionless groups remain; one of them, Re= Mr/ν (ν = η/ρ is the kinematic viscosity) gives the ratio between order parameter diffusion and momentum diffusion due to viscosity. In the calculations that we describe in this paper, the system is in the overdamped limit of Re≃ 0. The other, C= 3σξ/2ηMr, plays the role of a capillary number. Flows in our study are entirely driven by surface tension. In the overdamped limit the velocity scale of such flows is v ∼ σ/η where we have assumed that the scale of the flow is the same as the scale of the typical domains of the two phases. Therefore, the characteristic time for an element of fluid to be advected a distance equal to the interfacial thickness is τ σ = ξη/σ.
The diffusive time scale given above is τ ϕ = ξ 2 /Mr; hence C ∝ τ ϕ /τ σ .
In order to couple the previous equations to a slowly varying temperature field, we make, as noted above, the traditional identification of the parameter r in Eq. (4) as being a linear function of temperature r( x) ∝ T 0 − T ( x), where T 0 is a constant playing the role of the consolute or critical temperature. In the case that we study, the temperature field is fixed and remains constant throughout the calculation. If one wishes to incorporate a fluctuating temperature field, the model equations have to be supplemented with the equation of energy conservation [26] . In dimensionless units, we consider,
where the dimensionless local temperature variable τ (y) = τ 0 + αy, with α the dimensionless temperature gradient. We identify the y−direction as the direction in which the imposed temperature varies. For our coarse grained analysis to make sense we require that temperature variations are small over small distances (of the order of the interfacial thickness), namely, in dimensionless form, |α| ≪ 1, but perhaps large over distances of the order of the system size, and possibly even over a domain of one of the phases.
B. Sharp interface limit
We next present a heuristic analysis to illustrate that the coarse-grained model introduced reduces to the classical continuum description in the limit in which the width of the interfacial region is much smaller that the size of the bulk domains. We introduce a local orthogonal system (s, u) such that a given point in space is given by r = R(s) + un, where R(s) describes the location of the level set ϕ( r) = 0 (s is the arclength along it),n is the local normal pointing towards the (+) phase, and u is the distance along the normal direction.
In the bulk regions (|u/ξ| ≫ 1) µ∇ϕ is of order higher than linear in the gradients and therefore negligible. One then recovers the standard Navier-Stokes equation. The Cahn-Hilliard equation can be likewise linearized around ϕ eq in the bulk regions, yielding the standard diffusion equation with advective transport.
In the interfacial regions (|u/ξ| ∼ 1), the term µ∇ϕ does become large. In the limit of gently curved interfaces, |κξ| ≪ 1, where κ is the mean curvature of the interfacial region, and for small temperature gradients, |α| ≪ 1, the field ϕ relaxes on a fast time scale to essentially the stationary solution ϕ 0 (u) as in Eq. (7) [29] . One can develop a multiscale expansion of the field ϕ = ϕ(S, u, U) with S, U the slowly varying coordinates in the tangential and normal direction as set by the slow variation of the temperature field, and u the fast variation in the normal direction as determined by the free energy functional. We further assume -and this remains to be proven more rigorously -that ϕ relaxes quickly to its local equilibrium profile given by the local value of the temperature, but there remain slow gradients of ϕ, since this approximate solution is no longer a solution of δF /δϕ = constant, throughout the system. The surface tension in Eq. (8) can then be written as,
where
K|∇ϕ| 2 +f (ϕ) and ∆F is the free energy (density) difference between the mean field value of F at the local value of ϕ in a configuration with a two-phase interface and the free energy of the bulk phases ϕ eq , at the local temperature. Under the assumptions stated above, this expression can be used to define a slowly varying surface tension σ(S) along the interface, since the magnitude of the order parameter ϕ will be the local equilibrium value at the local temperature. Then,
where we have used the fact that the metric tensor element g 22 = We can likewise study the normal component by recalling that,
The first term gives again the surface tension σ, and the second term would remain in the sharp interface limit due to the slow variation of ϕ with temperature.
Therefore in the case of a thin interfacial region, the additional term in the Navier-Stokes equation is equivalent -under the stated assumptions of a slowly varying temperature field and gently curved interfaces -to a tangential surface force proportional to the tangential derivative of the surface tension, and to a normal force proportional to the mean curvature of the interface.
C. Numerical method
We next discuss the numerical algorithm used in the actual computations. We restrict our attention in this paper to two dimensional flows. Since the velocity field is solenoidal, it is convenient to introduce the stream function,
where the velocity field is defined in the (x, y) plane, andk is the unit normal perpendicular to that plane. By taking the curl of Eq. (10) with Re = 0 we find,
The flow field can be found by solving a biharmonic equation for the stream function, subject
to the boundary conditions that both the stream function ψ and its normal derivative ∂ψ/∂n vanish on the external boundaries of the system.
Concerning the equation for the order parameter, Eq. (11), we follow Ref. [30] and use a backward implicit method which is first order in time,
with L = ∇ 4 +∇ 2 . The convective term has been kept in conservative form, and the velocity field retained in the discretization is at time t. The boundary conditions that we use for the order parameter are ϕ = ϕ eq (T ) and ∂ϕ/∂n = ∂ϕ eq (T )/∂n on the external boundaries. A Gauss-Seidel iteration is used to solve Eq. (18) . First, one considers an "outer" iteration,
Substituting ϕ(t + ∆t) in Eq. (18) and linearizing in the outer correction field δ k (x, y) yields an equation for the outer correction with a residual that is a function of ϕ k . Successive iterates converge to a solution when both the residual and δ k go to zero simultaneously.
The outer iteration is performed simultaneously on Eq. (17) and (18) . In practice, an "inner" iteration is set up to solve for δ k , by assuming,
where η m is the inner correction. The variable coefficient biharmonic operator acting on η m is then approximated by a constant coefficient biharmonic operator,
where a = 1−3 < ϕ 2 k > and b = 1/∆t−6 < ϕ k ∇ 2 ϕ k >, and < · > stands for spatial averages over the entire system. Then both Eq. (17) and (21) are solved with a fast biharmonic solver (see ref. [30] or [31] for additional details).
III. THERMO-CAPILLARY MOTION OF DROPS
In this section we briefly summarize application of the computational method introduced in Section II to the thermo-capillary flow of a drop of one phase in the background of its coexisting partner. As we have noted above, the main strengths of the coarse grained technique are that (i) it allows natural tracking of the interface separating the two phases,
(ii) it naturally encompasses topology changes, such as the merging of two droplets, and (iii)
it can include phenomena from the scale of the thermal correlation length up to macroscopic while providing a qualitatively correct picture of behavior near criticality. Accordingly, to separate effects from those which are normally treated at the macroscopic level, we turn to relatively small drops and relatively large temperature gradients.
To illustrate the method we consider the thermo-capillary flow of a single drop. Initially the radius of the small drop is fixed at R ∼ 10ξ, where ξ is the thermal correlation length at our reference temperature τ 0 = 1, which is typically the value of the temperature parameter at the cold end. This size drop is about as small as we can go within the coarse grained description and retain some expectation that the qualitative results will translate to the macroscopic scale. However on a macroscopic scale, we consider temperature gradients which are large, so that the dimensionless number is R|∇T |/T ∼ 0.01. Hence, over a correlation length, the temperature change is typically 0.1%, allowing us to retain the coarse grained approach, but over a drop, the change is on the order of 1%. By macroscopic standards this is large. Consider, for example, a nucleating 1µm drop in a binary liquid system in a temperature gradient of 1 C/mm at roughly room temperature. The dimensionless ratio is three orders of magnitude smaller.
Our first diagnostic is the drift velocity of such a droplet as a function of the temperature gradient. In all figures to follow, the high temperature side is at the bottom. First a sample plot of the droplet "center of order parameter" (defined by analogy with the center of mass)
as a function of time is shown in Fig. 1 , indicating motion with constant velocity. We have repeated the calculation for a number of values of the temperature gradient α, and the results are shown in Fig. 2 . At low values of the gradient, we observe linearity [32, 33] of velocity, but at our higher values there is a reproducible reduction as seen in the figure. [34] Furthermore, at the higher values of the gradient the velocity of the drop is dependent on the temperature itself, as well as the gradient. These features are associated with the fact that this model, which can (qualitatively) apply near the phase separation critical point as well, has an equilibrium order parameter depending on the dimensionless temperature parameter as τ 1/2 ∼ (T 0 − T ) 1/2 , as well as a nonlinear dependence of the interfacial tension,
. These effects, for fixed gradient, become relatively more apparent near the high temperature side.
Despite the fact that the drop velocity for high gradients reflects nonlinearities inherent in the model, we have found that, for small enough temperature gradient, the velocity scales quite linearly with drop radius over a limited range (a factor of three) accessible in these preliminary studies. For larger gradients, the explicit dependence of both order parameter and surface tension on temperature eventually affects the proportionality as seen in Fig. 3 Even at the relatively high gradients (by macroscopic standards) used we observe little distortion of the droplets. Discussion of this issue, further details on the flow fields and analytic analysis of the droplet migration analysis based on the coarse grained equations is beyond the present scope.
We have finally done a qualitative study of drop coalescence in a temperature gradient.
A sequence of configurations illustrating the motion of two drops is shown in Fig. 4 . Coalescence involves a topology change, which is naturally handled within the coarse-grained
approach. An analysis of the kinetics of droplet coalescence, and droplet detachment and attachment to boundaries, is a potentially rich area but also beyond the present scope.
IV. SPINODAL DECOMPOSITION IN A TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
In order to study whether the method can describe more complex flows, we have studied It is interesting to note that even if thermo-migration effects themselves are small for dimensionless times t ≤ 100, the hydrodynamic coupling and complex flows appear to wash out any prominent anisotropy.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have implemented a numerical algorithm to solve the coupled Cahn-Hilliard and extended Navier-Stokes equations (Model H) in a temperature gradient. The backward implicit method is unconditionally stable, and with moderate computing effort has allowed us to study reasonably large system sizes for a reasonable amount of time. Two particular examples of thermo-capillary induced flow in two dimensions have been studied: the motion of droplets of one phase in the background of its coexisting partner in a temperature gradient, and phase separation via spinodal decomposition, also in a temperature gradient. In two dimensions a stream function representation has been used so that an efficient biharmonic solver handles both the order parameter and flow equations together. In the first case, the results given by this method agree with classical macroscopic calculations in that the migration velocity of the drop is proportional to both the imposed temperature gradient and the radius. For large gradients, the velocity depends nonlinearly on the temperature gradient, as it is to be expected given the dependence of the miscibility gap and surface tension on temperature in the modeling of the coarse grained free energy.
The chief advantage of the method is that it allows the study of the flow on length scales which are not accessible to classical macroscopic methods. One such case involves the coalescence of drops and the concomitant topology change of the interfaces. We have presented qualitative results involving the coalescence of two drops induced by thermocapillary migration. Of course, the mesoscopic or coarse-grained model introduced specifies a dependence of the fluid variables at such length scales, and this requires the introduction of a phenomenological free energy at that coarse-grained scale. This coarse-grained free energy is a function of a few phenomenological parameters (imagined to depend smoothly on the temperature and other experimentally accessible variables) and couples through the associated chemical potential to the velocity field. The requirement that the model equations lead to the classical, macroscopic description in the limit of a small interfacial region allows one, in principle, to determine some of the phenomenological parameters (at least within a mean field context).
We have also argued that the model introduced reduces to the classical boundary conditions at the two-phase interface: namely, a normal force given by the surface tension of the interface and its mean curvature, and a tangential force equal to the tangential derivative of the surface tension. These boundary conditions follow in the limit in which the imposed temperature field does not change appreciably over the scale of the interface. For these arguments we have used the plausible assumption (consistent with observations from simulations) that the order parameter within the two phases and in the interfacial region relaxes quickly to its local equilibrium value determined by the local curvature of the interface and the local temperature. A more systematic analysis to elucidate this point is clearly needed.
This analysis can also lead to a systematic cataloging of corrections to the macroscopic boundary conditions.
An additional advantage of the method is that it allows the study (at least qualitatively) of very small drops and large gradients. In fact, this method is not likely to be competitive 
where v( r, t) is the Eulerian velocity field, ρ( r, t) is the mass density and the scalar functions one species, will be such a quantity. As usual the local part of the enthalpy per unit mass is h = ∂ǫ/∂ρ. The energy of the fluid is taken to be
Following Ref. [36] we show that standard methods reproduce the Euler equation. Then we modify Eq. (A2) to go beyond local thermodynamics to find the new contributions to the stress tensor.
A Lagrangian is defined in a standard fashion introducing Lagrange (undetermined) multipliers for the conservation of ρ and χ,
The total action S = Ldt is presumed to be an extremum with respect to flows v which
Variation with respect to the multipliers Φ and λ recovers the conservation conditions in Eqs. (A1). Substitution of the velocity back into the Lagrangian yields the hamiltonian
where H is expressed in terms of the conjugate pairs ρ, Φ and λ, χ. The Hamiltonian equations of motion are
It is straightforward to show that the second and third equations yield
Applying ∇ to the first yields the familiar Euler equation for the velocity change
using the local thermodynamics ∂h/∂p = ρ −1 . This is easily generalized to include external potentials yielding additional body forces.
Now if the physics dictate that one must go beyond local thermodynamics with, for example, a square gradient, the Hamiltonian (A2) is modified to read
Following all the same steps yields the modified Euler equation
Terms other than ∇p can be thought of as additional body forces owing to short length scale variations of the density. The dissipationless part of the stress tensor is appropriately modified. In the most general case, any functional g(ρ, ∇ρ) can be added to the local energy in Eq. (A11), and the stress tensor is modified accordingly. The modification of the stress tensor for a single-component fluid at the square-gradient level was derived by Felderhof [38] using a Lagrangian (particle) description of the mechanical equations.
Further discussion of the generality of variational formulations of inviscid hydrodynamics are contained in the Refs. [36, 37] . The addition of one additional advected quantity,
representing the "conservation of the identity of fluid particles" will allow every flow to be represented as an extremal for the (Herivel-Lin) variational principle. [37] Now we turn to the more interesting case of a two-component fluid. Background is contained in the text of Landau and Lifschitz [39] . The total momentum flux is ρ v, where ρ is the total mass density. The density of one of the species is ρc where c is the (dimensionless) mass fraction, which plays the role of the order parameter (denoted ϕ in the body). Now the local energy per unit volume becomes ǫ(ρ, c, s), and for isentropic flow of an ideal fluid we may neglect the specific entropy. In the absence of diffusion we have ∂ t c + v · ∇c = 0 so that we may consider c as an advected quantity, denoted generally by χ above. For simplicity (and realistically for typical binary liquid systems) we consider modifications of local thermodynamics due to short length-scale concentration variations only. In other words, for the present purposes we assume, as is normally the case, that any density variations are on scales large compared to the order-parameter correlation length, ∼ ξ, so that a square-gradient contribution for the total density is not required. This assumption may be generalized in special circumstances.
Hence, the total energy of the system is taken to be
In Hamilton's equations (A7) the mass fraction c now plays the role of the advected χ as noted. Now δH/δc contains new terms, and the λ equation thus becomes
Note that ∂H/∂ρ remains the same since we have not included ∇ρ as noted above. From
Eq. (A5) one evaluates the acceleration as ∂ t v = ∇∂ t Φ + (λ/ρ)∇∂ t c + (∂ t (λ/ρ)) ∇c (A15) which yields, using Eqs. (A8) and (A14),
We have also used now the local specific enthalpy h = h(p, c) and with ∂h/∂p = 1/ρ.
Eq. (A16) means that if it is necessary to go beyond local thermodynamics, the non- 
